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ABSTRACT

The COSMOS Spitzer survey (S-COSMOS) is a Legacy program (Cycles 2+3) designed to carry out a uniform
deep survey of the full 2 deg2 COSMOS field in all seven Spitzer bands (3.6, 4.5, 5.6, 8.0, 24.0, 70.0, and 160.0 �m).
This paper describes the survey parameters, mapping strategy, data reduction procedures, achieved sensitivities to date,
and the complete data set for future reference. We show that the observed infrared backgrounds in the S-COSMOS
field are within 10% of the predicted background levels. The fluctuations in the background at 24 �m have been mea-
sured and do not show any significant contribution from cirrus, as expected. In addition, we report on the number of
asteroid detections in the low Galactic latitude COSMOS field. We use the Cycle 2 S-COSMOS data to determine
preliminary number counts, and compare our results with those from previous Spitzer Legacy surveys (e.g., SWIRE,
GOODS). The results from this ‘‘first analysis’’ confirm that the S-COSMOS survey will have sufficient sensitivity
with IRAC to detect �L� disks and spheroids out to z k3, and with MIPS to detect ultraluminous starbursts and
AGNs out to z � 3 at 24 �m and out to z �1:5 2 at 70 and 160 �m.

Subject headinggs: cosmology: observations — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: formation —
infrared: galaxies — large-scale structure of universe — surveys

1. INTRODUCTION

The Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS), covering 2 deg2,
is the first Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) survey specifically
designed to thoroughly probe the evolution of galaxies, AGNs,

and dark matter in the context of their cosmic environment
( large-scale structure) in a contiguous field that samples a vol-
ume in the high-redshift universe approaching that sampled lo-
cally by the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS). An overview of
the COSMOS project, including a full characterization of the field
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and a description of the vast amount of multiwavelength data
which have been, and will be, assembled is given by Scoville
et al. (2007).

The COSMOS Spitzer (S-COSMOS) deep IRAC and MIPS
data are critical to address two major goals of the COSMOS sur-
vey: the stellar mass assembly of galaxies (primarily from IRAC),
and a full accounting of the luminosity from dust-embedded
sources such asmerging starburst galaxies andAGNs (MIPS and
IRAC). IRAC measures the light from long-lived stars in galax-
ies over the redshift range 0:5 < z < 6 (e.g., Mobasher et al.
2005). With morphological information from the HSTACS im-
aging, we will be able to determine how the mass assembly
depends on morphological type, environment, and redshift, in
addition to other properties such as X-ray and radio emission.
IRAC data are also critical for determining accurate photomet-
ric redshifts for galaxies at z > 1 (e.g., Rowan-Robinson et al.
2005), where the peak of the stellar light has been redshifted into
the IRAC bands. MIPS observations allow a determination of
the total star formation rate (SFR) without requiring large cor-
rections for extinction in galaxies, and will be used to quantify
the connection between the SFR and the merger /interaction rate
(e.g., Kartaltepe et al. 2007; Kampczyk et al. 2007) and the
dependence on clustering environment (derived from spectro-
scopic and photometric redshifts). Deep COSMOS radio images
(Schinnerer et al. 2007) will also be used to provide a secondary
calibration of SFRs. In addition, both IRAC andMIPS probe the
wavelength range where obscured AGNs have much of their bo-
lometric luminosity. If the AGNs are heavily obscured, theymay
be missing from the COSMOS XMM-Newton survey, which is
the primary basis for AGN selection (Impey et al. 2007), but they
will appear in the catalogs of infrared point sources.Mid-infrared
selection has been shown to be �60% more efficient in select-
ing highly obscured AGNs (Polletta et al. 2006). The COSMOS
field, with its size, deep mid-IR coverage, and extensive UV,
X-ray, radio, and optical data sets, offers the possibility to both
significantly improve the constraint on the surface density of
obscured AGNs and to improve our understanding of their spec-
tral energy distributions (SEDs).

This paper presents the infrared properties of the COSMOS
field, summarizes our mapping strategy, and presents the initial
quick-look results from our Cycle 2 Legacy observations, all of
whichwere completed during the 2005December–2006 January
visibility window. Section 2 briefly summarizes the general prop-
erties of the COSMOS field (e.g., location, expected infrared
backgrounds), and x 3 lays out the mapping strategy used to ob-
tain coverage of the full field with both the IRAC and MIPS
cameras. The methods used to reduce our Cycle 2 data are pre-
sented in x 4. Section 5 presents results from our preliminary
analysis of the Cycle 2 data, including measured background
levels and sensitivities, preliminary number counts, and asteroid
detections. Our future science goals are summarized in x 6.

2. FIELD CHARACTERIZATION

2.1. Field Location

The COSMOS field is equatorial to ensure coverage by all as-
tronomical facilities (centered at J2000.0 R:A: ¼ 10h00m28:6s,
decl: ¼ þ02�12021:000). Our field was chosen to be devoid of
bright X-ray, UV, and radio sources. The time requirements for
imaging over a total area of 2 deg2 and ground-based spectra of
50,000 galaxies at IAB < 25 mag makes it strategically impera-
tive that the field be readily observable now and in the future by
all large optical/ IR telescopes and especially all unique astronomi-
cal instruments (e.g., theAtacamaLargeMillimeter/submillimeter
Array [ALMA], Extended Very Large Array [EVLA], Square
Kilometer Array [SKA], Thirty Meter Telescope [TMT], and
James Clerk Maxwell Telescope [JCMT] SCUBA2).

2.2. IR Backgrounds

The COSMOS field was chosen to have among the lowest
(and most uniform) mean IRAS 100 �m background level for an
equatorial field of its size. Figure 1 shows the field outline (left
panel, red square; see caption for details) superimposed on a
map of extinction computed from the reddening map of Schlegel
et al. (1998), illustrating the apparent lack of contamination from
foreground Galactic plane dust clouds, as well as the lack of any

Fig. 1.—Left: Layout of the COSMOS Field on a map of extinction computed from the reddening map of Schlegel et al. (1998). The COSMOS field is indicated by
the red rectangle (1:41� ; 1:41�) fully enclosing all of the ACS imaging, which has lower-left and upper-right corners (R.A., decl. J2000.0) at (150.7988�,1.5676�) and
(149.4305�, 2.8937�). The dashed blue box represents the 2� ; 2� VVDS field. Tycho-2 bright stars are indicated by red stars. Bright NVSS radio sources are indicated
by green dots. Radio sources with S1:4 GHz > 1 Jy, 0.5–1.0 Jy, and 0.25–0.5 Jy are surrounded by hatched area circles of radius 1.5�, 1�, and 0.5�, respectively. ROSAT
All-Sky Survey Bright Source Catalog sources are indicated by blue circles. The purple contour represents an extinction value of AV ¼ 0:1. Right: Histogram of the
distribution of 100 �m IRAS emission over the entire 2 deg 2 COSMOS field (red line) compared to the larger VVDS field (black line).
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strong radio and X-ray sources which could compromise deep
radio and X-ray observations of the field. Figure 1 also shows
in histogram form the distribution of 100 �m IRAS pixels within
the COSMOS field versus the larger surrounding VVDS field.
The sharp peak near 0.9 MJy sr�1, and the lack of the higher
background tail that plagues the larger VVDS region (Fig. 1, left,
dashed blue box), illustrates the choicesmade in shifting the final
COSMOSfield center to trulyminimize the far-infrared background
levels.

Although lower background fields at higher declination and
higher ecliptic latitude will have slightly better sensitivities for
an equal amount of integration time, these fields suffer the major
deficiency that they are not readily accessible by all unique fa-
cilities, most importantly the (E)VLA and future ALMA, which
are vital for multiwavelength studies, and the future 30 m optical
telescope which is likely to be unique. We believe that the ac-
cessibility to all instruments far outweighs the relatively small loss
(�35%) in sensitivity for Spitzer observations of the COSMOS
field.

3. OBSERVING STRATEGY

Because the COSMOS HST field is close to the ecliptic, the
orientation of the detectors is always the same to within a few
degrees. This allowed the specification of a maximally efficient
tiling strategy, since we could accurately predict the orientation
of the detectors. Neither of the mapping options available in the
astronomical observation template allowed us the flexibility to
tile, given the fact that the COSMOSACS data are aligned along
the right ascension and declination coordinate axes; therefore,
the fields have instead been placed using the ‘‘cluster offset’’
option.

3.1. Cycle 2: IRAC-Deep Coverage

The IRAC camera has two fields of view (FOVs), each one
dedicated to two channels: one for the 3.6 and 5.6 �m detectors,
and one for the 4.5 and 8.0 �m detectors. The two FOVs are
separated on the sky by 70. In order to fully cover the COSMOS
ACS field at nominal depth with all four IRAC bands, we had to
map a slightly larger region of the sky, as shown in Figure 2.

The following four constraints dictated our final choice for the
map tiling. (1) The maximum size of an IRAC astronomical
observation request (AOR) is 6 hr, and in practice must be less
than 5 hr. (2) Because the COSMOSHST field is near the ecliptic
plane, asteroids were expected to be a significant contaminant.
We required multiple epochs separated by 1–2 hr for asteroid
rejection; in addition, each epoch had to have enough redun-
dancy to allow for cosmic ray rejection. (3) Each epoch had to
have at least 4–5 dithers per point on the sky for adequate redun-
dancy when reducing the data. A total of four epochs were ob-
served. (4) IRAC has two FOVs separated by 70. The orientation
of the FOVs was dictated by the orientation of the spacecraft on
the day of the observation. Both FOVs had to observe the entire
field.

The basic parameters of the tiling are a 4 ; 4 grid of AORs,
where each AOR is composed of a grid of 5 ; 5 IRAC FOVs.
Each AOR in the 4 ; 4 grid was repeated sequentially three times,
resulting in three individual epochs separated by a few hours.
The east and south edges are trimmed to match the COSMOS
HST field boundary. The fields overlap by tens of arcseconds,
and are highly dithered. Each epoch was further offset by half an
array width relative to its predecessor in order to ensure an even
higher number of total dither positions in the final co-addition of
all epochal data in order to minimize array-position-dependent
calibration effects. Figure 2 shows the final area coverage result-

ing from our tiling strategy for the two IRAC FOVs. The total time
for the IRAC-deep full-field mapping observations (all carried out
in Cycle 2) was 166 hr. Coordinates for the Cycle 2mapping grids
are given in Table 1.

1. A summary of the IRAC-deep scan map is as follows:

3 epochs, separated by 4–5 hr each (2006 January 1–15)

12 pointings of 100 s each

Total depth = 1200 s

Total time = 166 hr.

In addition, the MIPS-shallow scan map is summarized as
follows:

2. 1 epoch (2006 January)

Total depth = 80 s (24 �m), 40 s (70 �m), 8 s (160 �m)

Total time = 16.6 hr.

Finally, a summary of the MIPS-deep test area scan map is as
follows:

3. 1 epoch (2006 January)

Total depth=3200 s (24�m), 1560 s (70�m), 320 s (160�m)
Total time = 41.6 hr.

3.2. Cycle 2: MIPS Coverage

In Cycle 2, a total of 58.2 hr were allocated for MIPS obser-
vations of the COSMOS field. The entire field was mapped at a
shallow depth to check for possible cirrus structure within the
COSMOS field, and deep observations over a small 300 ; 200

region were carried out to quantify the ability of Spitzer to inte-
grate downwithin the COSMOSfield (see solid red line in Fig. 2).
The data were taken inMIPS scanmodewith 14800 cross-scan off-
sets between the forward and return scan legs. The shallow obser-
vations were taken at the medium scan rate with 1.75

�
scan legs.

Fig. 2.—Visualization of the S-COSMOS Cycle 2 IRAC and MIPS AOR
coverage. The background image is from the SDSS. Thin black square, CFHT
I band; thick black polygon, ACS i band;magenta square, MIPS-shallow; dashed
red rectangle, MIPS-deep test area coverage at 24 �m; solid red rectangle, MIPS-
deep test area with coverage in all three bands; blue square, IRAC 3.6 �m, 5.4 �m;
cyan square, IRAC 4.5 �m, 8.0 �m. Coordinates of the corners of each box are
listed in Table 1.
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These shallow observations cover 1:75� ; 1:97� to a depth of 80,
40, and 8 s for the 24, 70, and 160 �m arrays, respectively.

The MIPS-deep ‘‘test area’’ observations were taken at the
slow scan rate with 0:5� scan legs. These deep observations cover
0:5� ; 0:33� to a depth of approximately 3200, 1560, and 320 s
for the 24, 70, and 160 �m arrays, respectively. The small ‘‘test
area’’ was mapped 15 times using dithers between each map to
account for the bad blocks within the 70 and 160 �m arrays and
to spread out the overlapping 24 �m coverage uniformly over
the field. Both forward and reverse scan mapping were done to
help characterize any long-term transients as a function of scan
direction.

3.3. Cycle 3: MIPS-Deep Coverage of the Full Field

In Cycle 3, 396.2 hr have been allocated for deep MIPS ob-
servations covering the full COSMOS field. These observations
will be taken in two epochs (2007 January and 2007May) to help
minimize the zodiacal background and thus to maximize the
achieved sensitivity. The observations during the two epochs
will of necessity have different instrumental orientations (see
Fig. 3). The field will be fully mapped 13 times at the slow scan
rate with 14800 cross-step offsets between the adjacent 1.5� scan
legs. The field will also be mapped once at the medium scan rate
to confirm the consistency of the calibration between the Cycle 2
and Cycle 3 data sets for the same integration time. The Cycle 3
observations will cover 1:5� ; 1:64� to a depth of approximately
2800, 1400, and 280 s for the 24, 70, and 160 �m arrays, respec-
tively (see Fig. 3).

4. DATA REDUCTION (CYCLE 2)

4.1. IRAC

The S-COSMOS data were initially processed by the Spitzer
Science Center27 (SSC). The SSC provides the Basic Calibrated
Data (BCD) product, which is a set of raw scientific exposures
that are flux calibrated and corrected for well-understood instru-
mental signatures. These include dark subtraction, linearization,
and flat-fielding. After receipt of the BCD images, S-COSMOS
further processes them using a data pipeline adapted from the
SWIRE project and described by J. A. Surace et al. (2007, in prep-
aration). This pipeline fixes numerous additional instrumental
effects such as muxbleed, jailbarring, muxstripe, banding, and

column pull-up and pull-down. It applies a frame-by-frame back-
ground correction for fluctuating bias levels. It corrects both long-
and short-term image latents, andmasks stray light and filter ghosts.
Finally, it applies a correction for the known array-position-
dependent calibration gain factors.

One caveat of this processing, which is true for all IRAC obser-
vations, is that the background on 50 and larger scales is fixed to a
COBE-derived backgroundmodel.Operated in a shutterlessmode,
IRAC cannot provide an absolute measure of the sky background.

Once the frame-level images are prepared, they are repro-
jected to a common-tangent projection and co-added using the
SSCMOPEX software 28 (Makovoz et al. 2005) to create the final

TABLE 1

Coordinates for S-COSMOS Observations in Cycle 2 and Cycle 3
a

Bottom Left Top Left Top Right Bottom Right

Field R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0) R.A. (J2000.0) Decl. (J2000.0)

IRAC 3.6/5.8.............. 10 03 45 01 23 14 10 03 45 03 04 43 09 57 10 03 04 43 09 57 11 01 23 14

IRAC 4.5/8.0.............. 10 03 36 01 17 38 10 03 36 02 58 53 09 57 03 02 58 53 09 57 03 01 17 38

MIPS-deep ................. 10 00 14 02 14 35 10 01 04 02 40 11 09 59 53 02 49 29 09 59 02 02 23 13

MIPS-shallow............. 10 02 10 00 48 57 10 06 07 02 45 33 09 58 53 03 39 43 09 54 59 01 42 34

MIPS 24 (1) ............... 10 02 34 01 00 37 10 04 54 02 49 46 09 58 24 03 18 15 09 55 57 01 43 03

MIPS 24 (2) ............... 10 02 04 00 59 13 10 05 20 02 42 46 09 59 08 03 26 25 09 56 06 01 29 17

MIPS 70 (1) ............... 10 02 47 01 11 06 10 05 05 02 59 06 09 58 41 03 30 09 09 56 21 01 41 25

MIPS 70 (2) ............... 10 01 45 00 48 43 10 04 58 02 31 48 09 58 47 03 15 13 09 55 35 01 31 37

MIPS 160 (1) ............. 10 02 26 00 54 47 10 04 40 02 39 16 09 58 13 03 09 09 09 55 59 01 23 13

MIPS 160 (2) ............. 10 02 23 01 09 14 10 05 29 02 48 08 09 59 18 03 31 47 09 56 12 01 51 41

Note.—Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
a Cycle 2 coordinates are given in rows 1– 4. Cycle 3 coordinates are given in rows 5–10, where (1) and (2) refer to the different spacecraft orientations in 2006

January and May, respectively. The layout of the Cycle 2 and Cycle 3 maps can be seen in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respectively.

Fig. 3.—Visualization of the Cycle 3 MIPS-deep coverage of the COSMOS
field. The thin blackACS andMIPS-shallowCycle 2 observations are as in Fig. 2.
The blue, magenta, and red boxes are respectively, the 24, 70, and 160 �m obser-
vations to be obtained in Cycle 3. The two ‘‘sets’’ of boxes represent the two dif-
ferent spacecraft orientations for the two epochs. Coordinates of the corners of
each box are listed in Table 1.27 See http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu /.

28 See http://ssc.spitzer.caltech.edu /postbcd /.
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mosaicked image. An example of the quality of the data can be
seen in Figure 4 (left panel ), where the whole mosaic is shown.
The zoomed area (right panel ) better illustrates the large space
density of 3.6 �m sources, and also shows that there are no ob-
vious artifacts in the reduced image.

This reprojection also corrects for known image distortion.
Since the BCD images are aligned to 2MASS, the final mosaics
are also on the 2MASS astrometric solution, and generally have
an accuracy of�0.200. Typical depth of coverage is between 12 ;
100 and 22 ; 100 s images per point on the sky. This is sufficient
redundancy to reject cosmic rays with very high confidence.
In general, asteroids are also rejected (since they move between
observation epochs). Although some low-sigma residuals from
slow-moving objects remain, these are easily identified by their
color.

4.2. MIPS

TheMIPS 24 �m data have been reduced using a combination
of our own developed IDL routines and MOPEX (Makovoz
et al. 2005). Our starting point is the BCD products generated by

the SSC pipeline version S13.2, in which the data are flux cali-
brated. Great attention has been given to the subtraction of the
zodiacal background, the dominant source of diffuse emission at
24 �m at the ecliptic latitude of S-COSMOS. Our goal was to
check for the presence of weak-structured cirrus emission in the
COSMOS field. Therefore, we avoided using any background
subtraction method that could lower or cancel the signal from the
interstellar medium (ISM). Given the large size of the field, the
zodiacal background to the detectors varies across the field, from
36.8 to 37.8 MJy sr�1, primarily as a function of the ecliptic
latitude, but also as a function of the ecliptic longitude and of the
MIPS scan mirror position. These values are slightly higher than
the ones predicted by SPOT, as seen in Table 2. This excess of
zodiacal background is due to the presence of dust lanes that are
not included in the model that SPOT uses for its background
estimation (W. T. Reach 2006, private communication). Follow-
ing Fadda et al. (2006), we first subtracted the variations due to
the scan mirror by identifying the sets of images taken at the
same position and then determining the amount of variation due
to themirror position.We then subtracted the ecliptic background.

Fig. 4.—Left: Mosaic of IRAC 3.6 �m Cycle 2 data for the whole S-COSMOS field. Right: Zoomed area corresponding to the location of the MIPS-deep test area
shown for comparison with Fig. 5 (right). The intensity scale bar is in units of �Jy.

TABLE 2

Field Comparison of IR Backgrounds, and Sensitivities with Predicted and Measured S-COSMOS

Cycle 2 IRAC-Deep and MIPS-Deep Observations

8.0 �m (SPOT) 24 �m (SPOT) 100 �m (IRAS )

Field

Bkg

(MJy sr�1)

S(1200 s)

(�Jy)

Bkg

(MJy sr�1)

S(3200 s)

(mJy)

Bkg

(MJy sr�1)

COSMOSa................................... 6.7 14.6 31 0.065 0.90

LH, CDF-Sa ................................ 5.2 12.7 19 0.053 0.45

SWIRE-XMM-Newtona ............... 7.1 14.8 31 0.065 1.25

COSMOSb................................... 6.9 14.6 37 0.071 0.90

a Total backgrounds predicted by SPOT at 8 and 24 �m are given for the different fields in the first three rows. Sensitivities
(5 �) were computed assuming 1200 s of integration with IRAC and 3200 s with MIPS, equivalent to our Cycle 2 integration
times for IRAC and MIPS-deep, respectively. All IRAS 100 �m values are actual measurements from the IRAS maps.

b Measured median background levels over the full 2 deg 2 COSMOS field in our S-COSMOS Cycle 2 data.
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The variations in this background are very smooth, and therefore
do not induce any kind of structure. It was possible to fit and
subtract out this background using a low-order polynomial that
would preserve any type of finely structured cirruslike emission
from the ISM. The resulting image is shown in Figure 5. No
cirruslike structure can be seen in the main or deep map. We will
now quantify this statement by analyzing the power spectrum
of our maps. These are computed following the prescriptions of
Miville-Deschênes et al. (2002).

Gautier et al. (1992) have shown that the power spectrum of
the cirrus emission of the ISM at 100 �m can be approximated
by the equation

P(k) / B2
100�m

k

k 0

� ��3

; ð1Þ

where k and k0 are spatial frequencies, B100 �m is the ISM surface
brightness at 100 �m in units of Jy sr�1, and P(k) is the power
spectrum in units of Jy2 sr�1. Note that while the original Gautier
et al. (1992) formula had a dependency of B3

100 �m, recent results
show that B2

100 �m is a better representation below a surface
brightnesses of 10 MJy sr�1 ( Ingalls et al. 2004). From this be-
havior, Helou & Beichman (1990) have shown that the noise
fluctuations due to infrared cirrus in a resolution element are

N

1 mJy
¼ 0:3

k
100 �m

� �2:5
Dt

1 m

� ��2:5 hBki
1 MJy sr�1

� �1:5

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P(k)�

p
; ð2Þ

where k is the wavelength of observations, Dt is the telescope
diameter, Bkh i is the average surface brightness of interstellar
dust emission at the wavelength of observations, and� is themea-
surement aperture solid angle. The predicting power of this for-
mula has been verified to be within a factor of 2 by Kiss et al.
(2001) using ISOPHOT observations. In the S-COSMOS field,

we have B100 �m

� �
¼ 0:9MJy sr�1 from the Schlegel et al. (1998)

analysis of the IRASmaps.Using typical cirrus colors from Ingalls
et al. (2004), we infer that the contribution of cirrus to the con-
fusion is expected to be ofN ¼ 0:1 �Jy at 24 �m, well below the
detection limit of the deep test field. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 6, where the power spectra of themain and deep test areas are
plotted in red and green, respectively. Both spectra are dominated
above 1 arcmin�1 by the convolution with the Spitzer-MIPS
point spread function (PSF) that shows an exponential decrease

Fig. 5.—MIPS 24 �m sources in the MIPS-deep test area and larger shallow regions of the S-COSMOS field. The large rectangle (left) represents the full Cycle 2
deep coverage area at 24 �m, The smaller rectangle (left) and zoom (right) represent the Cycle 2 area with deep coverage in all three MIPS bands. The intensity scale bar
is in units of mJy.

Fig. 6.—Power spectrum at 24 �m in the S-COSMOS area. Red line, power
spectrum computed on the MIPS-shallow 24 �m image; green line, power
spectrum computed in the MIPS-deep test area; black line, power spectrum
computed on the IRAS 100 �m Schlegel et al. (1998) image (see Fig. 1), and
scaled to 24 �m using eq. (1); cyan line, expected power spectrum from eq. (2),
assuming a power law with exponent �3. Both estimations of the cirrus con-
tribution to the power spectrum are in good agreement, and orders of magnitude
below the measured power spectrum in the maps, except at the largest scales.
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in the power at small scales. Note also that the average ISM
emission between the main and deep components is slightly dif-
ferent, resulting in a difference of overall power-spectrum nor-
malization between the two areas. The black curve in Figure 6 is
the power spectrum measured on the Schlegel et al. (1998) IRAS
100 �m, scaled to 24 �m using the square of the color ratio,
S(100 �m)/S(24 �m), from Ingalls et al. (2004) as shown in equa-
tion (1). At 100 �m, the IRAS map, very similar to the one dis-
played in Figure 1, is dominated by the cirrus structure. Indeed,
its power spectrum is very close to a power law with index �3.
By transferring it at 24 �m, we obtain an approximation of the
power spectrum of the cirrus component in our map. Another
approximation, given by equation (2), gives the rms fluctuations
for k ¼ 10:3 arcmin�1 in the case of Spitzer-MIPS 24. Assuming
a power lawwith index�3, we obtain the cyan curve in Figure 6.
Note that we did not convolve the black and cyan curves with the
Spitzer-MIPS PSF. Doing this would introduce a further expo-
nential decrease toward high k-values as seen in those measured
on the maps. Both approximations are in extremely good agree-
ment, and we can readily see that the cirrus emission is negligible
in the field except at the largest scales. Note that the polynomial
fitting we applied to subtract the zodiacal background has sup-
pressed the largest scales of the map, which are possibly dom-
inated by the cirrus spectrum below k ¼ 0:07 arcmin�1. The
main conclusion from this power-spectrum analysis is that the
cirrus emission is negligible at all scales except for the largest
map in the field: its contribution is orders of magnitude below
that of the sources in the field.

Uncertainty maps for both the main and deep observations
were produced along the field mosaic. We checked the uncer-
tainty values produced by the S13.2 pipeline at the BCD level by
producing difference images of overlapping scan legs. These im-
ages were used to detect moving objects (see x 5.3). We checked
the distribution of pixels in the difference images and found that
the BCD product uncertainties were overestimated by 44%. We
corrected all BCD uncertainty products for this factor before
producing the mosaic. Final sensitivities were derived from the
uncertainty maps, assuming a point source and using the point
response function (PRF) produced by the SSC for MIPS 24 �m.

The MIPS-70 and MIPS-160 data were reduced using the
online SSC BCD products following the pipeline algorithms
presented in Gordon et al. (2005) and the filtering techniques of
Frayer et al. (2006a). We have adopted the S13 calibration factors
(based on stellar SEDs) of 702 and 44.7 MJy sr�1 per MIPS-70
and MIPS-160 units, respectively, and have applied the appro-

priate color corrections of 1.09 and 1.04 at 70 and 160 �m, re-
spectively, to correct for galaxy SEDs. With future optimized
processing (e.g., Frayer et al. 2006b), we hope to improve on the
current S-COSMOS 70 and 160 �m sensitivities (Table 3).

5. PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS: S-COSMOS (CYCLE 2)

5.1. Backgrounds and Sensitivities

From our recently completed Cycle 2 observations, we vali-
dated the quality of the field for future deep-infrared observa-
tions. As shown in Table 2, we found total background levels of
37, 10.5, and 7.5MJy sr�1 in theMIPS 24, 70, and 160�mbands,
respectively. The background is dominated by the zodiacal back-
ground at 24 and 70 �mand is remarkably smooth over the entire
COSMOS field. In addition, no strong cirrus structures were ob-
served within the field, as demonstrated by our power-spectrum
analysis of the 24 �m maps. The zodiacal background level is
�1.8–2 times higher than the low-background fields on the sky
such as the Lockman Hole (LH), CDF-S, HDF-N, and the Groth
Strip, which all have similar backgrounds (see Lonsdale et al.
2003 and Table 2).
For an equal amount of integration time, the S-COSMOS

MIPS sensitivities at 24 and 70 �m are within 35% of the lowest
background fields, confirming that the MIPS sensitivities scale
as expected with the square root of the background. At 160 �m,
the COSMOS field has a background level only 15% higher than
the low-background fields (only 7% lower sensitivity for the same
integration time). Our Cycle 2 MIPS observations of the full field
(shallow) and the test area (deep) (see Table 3) show that we are
able to integrate down as � / t�0:5. This demonstrates our ability
to achieve our expected sensitivities in the MIPS-deep observa-
tions of the full field to be carried out in Cycle 3.
A complete accounting of the measured sensitivities for our

Cycle 2 IRAC and MIPS observations of the COSMOS field is
given in Table 3.

5.2. Preliminary Number Counts

5.2.1. IRAC Number Counts

A photometric catalog has been obtained using the IRAC
3.6 �mmosaic. The source extraction has been performed using
the SExtractor software (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). Poor image
quality areas have been masked (e.g., field boundary, a low-
coverage area on the southwest corner,29 areas around saturated
stars). The final ‘‘effective’’ area (i.e., after removing the masked
regions) is 2.3 deg2.
Preliminary IRAC galaxy number counts are shown in Fig-

ure 7. The number counts shown are the number of discrete ob-
jects detected by SExtractor in the mid-infrared per flux per area.
Due to the comparably large IRAC beam, comparison with ex-
tremely deep Subaru optical images indicates a significant dif-
ficulty in cross-identification between the optical images and
the infrared images, which affects between 20% and 30% of the
IRAC sources. However, what is shown here are strictly infrared
number counts. Overall, the counts show broad agreement with
those taken from elsewhere in the literature, demonstrating that
the preliminary catalog is substantially free of significant system-
atics relative to pre-existing Spitzer surveys. The S-COSMOS
survey is extremely deep, and photometrically reaches below the
classical confusion level of 40 beams per source at 3.6 and 4.5�m.

TABLE 3

S-COSMOS (Cycle 2) Integration Times and Measured Sensitivities

Camera

Band

(�m)

Coverage

(% field)

Integration

Timea

(s)

5 �

(mJy)

IRAC............................. 3.6 100 1200 0.0009

4.5 100 1200 0.0017

5.6 100 1200 0.0113

8.0 100 1200 0.0146

MIPS-shallow................ 24 100 80 0.42

70 100 40 34.0

160 100 8 150.0

MIPS-deep .................... 24 8 3200 0.071

70 8 1560 7.5

160 8 320 70.0

a Median effective integration time per pixel.

29 IRAC coverage of the southwest corner of the COSMOS field was partially
affected by the loss of nine AORs due to satellite transmission difficulties during our
Cycle 2 observations; theseAORswere scheduled to be recovered in 2006December.
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As a result, confusion is significant at faint levels, and this ultimately
limits the completeness of the counts at levels <1 �Jy. Below
this level, the number counts are systematically underestimated.
Because source confusion is significant even at the total inte-
gration time of S-COSMOS, deeper surveys, e.g., IRAC North
Ecliptic Pole Dark Field (Surace et al. 2004), XFLS ELAIS-N1
(Fadda et al. 2004; Rodighiero et al. 2006), and QSO HS 1700+
6416 (Fazio et al. 2004; Barmby et al. 2004), do not extend to
proportionally fainter levels. Thus, while S-COSMOS is�50 times
shallower in integration time than those deeper surveys, it reaches
similar flux levels while covering an area between 40 and
200 times larger. Thus, S-COSMOS is as effective as any exist-
ing Spitzer survey for studying faint galaxy populations, but at the
same time minimizes cosmic variance on 1� scales when studying
those populations due to its larger area. Surveys such as SWIRE
will provide more information on cosmic variance for brighter
sources due to both the larger total area coverage (25 times), and
sampling more (by a factor of 6) fields. However, the SWIRE
completeness limit is more than 10 times brighter than that of

S-COSMOS, and therefore cannot address the faintest decade
in flux.

5.2.2. MIPS Number Counts

A preliminary catalog has been extracted from the full-field
shallow and deep test area images. Source detection has been per-
formed using the IDL version of the DAOPHOT (Stetson 1987)
on the S/N ratio images. This method has been found to be the
most efficient in separating the high (�25%) fraction of blended
sources in the deep area where the depth reaches below 70 �Jy.
Source fluxes were measured on the images using aperture pho-
tometry, masking out neighboring sources that could contribute
significantly. They were then scaled to total fluxes, using the
MIPS 24 �m PRF provided by the SSC, and taking the masked
pixels into account. This method allows us to deal with the blend-
ing in a preliminary way.

Stars were identified using both the Robin et al. (2007) catalog
derived from ACS morphology and the 2MASS PSC catalog
(Skrutskie et al. 2006) for the bright end. In addition, we checked

Fig. 7.—Differential number counts at 3.6 �m ( IRAC-1) for the full-field Cycle 2 S-COSMOS observations. The stars are removed out to i0AB < 23 by using a
morphological criterion, FWHM/surface brightness, as measured in theHSTACS image (Capak et al. 2007). Given that AGNs appearing as quasi-stellar objects could
also be removed by this criterion, we checked and found that X-ray-selected AGNs represent only 2% of the removed population; thus, adding them back to the galaxy
sample has only a small impact on the galaxy number counts. Black open circles and the dotted line represent the S-COSMOS counts without and with the stars, re-
spectively (see text). The SWIRE ELAIS-N1, XFLS ELAIS, and NEP dark field data are from J. A. Surace et al. (2007, in preparation). None of the number counts have
been corrected for incompleteness.
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against our XMM-Newton point-source catalog in order to avoid
including any AGNs among the starlike objects.We find that stars
account for roughly 5% of the MIPS 24 �m detections at 1 mJy.
This fraction rises to 50% at the bright end of the counts.

The number counts for both the S-COSMOS full-field MIPS-
shallow andMIPS-deep test area images are displayed in Figure 8,
together with the results from the guaranteed time observation
(GTO) surveys compiled by Papovich et al. (2004). The counts
from the deep area agree well at their bright end with the ones
from the full field at their faint end. They also agree within the
Poisson error bars with the GTO counts. The effect of stellar con-
tamination is clearly visible in the counts on the MIPS-shallow
area where both the counts with andwithout the inclusion of stars
is shown.

5.3. Asteroids

In the context of number counts, asteroids are considered a con-
taminant and are masked in the final image. On the other hand,
Spitzer is ideally suited to study the thermal emission of aster-

oids, especially of main belt asteroids (MBAs), whose peak flux
is typically measured at 15–20 �m. Understanding the current
size frequency distribution (SFD) of theMBApopulation provides
important insights into the evolution of the solar system, includ-
ing accretion and collisional history, as well as impact hazards to
the Earth. Although Tedesco et al. (2005) have suggested that the
MBA population is composed of a significant fraction of smaller
(subkilometer-diameter) objects, these bodies have only been
observable since the launch of Spitzer. Their Figure 6, based on
ground-based observations of �1:9 ; 106 known asteroids and
extrapolation of the SFDs of several asteroid families, suggests
that the number of objects increases logarithmically with de-
creasing diameter. The actual number of smaller objects has been
difficult to empirically determine, however, as MBAs emit most
of their radiation in the mid-IR, leading to observational bias
toward larger, more reflective asteroids.
Figure 9 shows the observed optical and IR SED of asteroid

MBA 248, viewed at heliocentric and Spitzer-centric distances
of 2.63 and 1.62 AU, respectively. The optical and IR emission

Fig. 8.—Preliminary differential counts at 24 �m from the MIPS-deep test area (red open circles) and MIPS-shallow ‘‘wide all’’ (cyan open circles) Cycle 2
S-Cosmos observations, compared to those compiled by Papovich et al. (2004). The error bars for the S-COSMOS counts are the 1 � Poissonian fluctuations. The counts
in the MIPS-deep area are compatible with the Papovich counts (squares) down to our 5 � completeness limit of 67 �Jy. In the MIPS-shallow ‘‘wide all’’ observations,
the excess of sources detected at large fluxes is due to stars in the field. TheMIPS-shallow ‘‘wide extragalactic’’ (green filled circles) counts were obtained after removal
of the stars (see text).
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is from reflected sunlight and thermal emission, respectively.
The MBA 248 SED can be considered typical of asteroid SEDs
at these wavelengths. As predicted by the widely used so-called
‘‘Standard Thermal Model’’ (Lebofsky & Spencer 1989), these
solar system bodies are expected to emit substantially more ra-
diation in the mid-IR than at optical wavelengths, thus making
ground-based detection feasible for only a subset of the MBA
population.

S-COSMOS, carried out near the ecliptic plane at � ��9
�
,

has detected more than 120 asteroids deg�1 at 24 �m, down to a
sensitivity limit of 0.30 mJy (5 �), in the Cycle 2 MIPS-deep test
area (see examples in Figure 10). For comparison, the only
Spitzer asteroid survey carried out to date, the First Look Survey
Ecliptic Plane Component (FLS-EPC), has looked at number
counts in the ecliptic plane (i.e., � � 0

�
) from 8 �m IRAC ob-

servations down to a sensitivity limit of 0.08mJy (5 �), and these
data indicate that 125 � 33 asteroids deg�1 are present.

Because the SFD for theMBA population is expected to change
with distance from the ecliptic plane (Brooke et al. 2003), and the
sensitivity limits of the two programs are different, a direct com-
parison between S-COSMOS and FLS-EPC asteroid number
counts cannot be made. The FLS-EPC has shown that the aster-
oid mid-IR color, S(24 �m)/S(8 �m), appears to be constant
over a large range of diameters and albedos (Bhattacharya et al.
2004; Meadows et al. 2004), and this result can be used to recon-
cile the two data sets. As the FLS-EPC suggests that S(24 �m)/
S(8 �m) � 10 down to a sensitivity limit of �0.08 mJy (5 �), a
relevant comparison to S-COSMOS MIPS-deep test area aster-
oids should only be made for objects with S(24 �m) � 0:8 mJy,
with latitudinal drop-off modeled by a power law (Cellino et al.
2001). As part of our future work, we plan to carry out this anal-
ysis, as well as a detailed photometric analysis and thermal mod-
eling, to refine the overall number counts as discussed above, as
well as to refine color values and to determine orbits. It is an-
ticipated that the Cycle 3 MIPS-deep observations of the full
COSMOS field will detect �12 times the number of asteroids
found in the Cycle 2 MIPS-deep test area, thus reducing the
uncertainty in the preliminary number counts per square degree
provided here.

6. DATA QUALITY AND FUTURE SCIENCE GOALS

The preliminary results from our S-COSMOS Cycle 2 IRAC
and MIPS observations have confirmed expectations that the
COSMOS field is one of the best equatorial fields of comparable
size available for carrying out deep-infrared surveys. Our pre-
liminary analysis has demonstrated that (1) the full COSMOS
field is devoid of cirrus contamination, (2) we are able to achieve
our predicted sensitivities with both IRAC and MIPS cameras
within the allotted integration times, (3) measured background
levels were very close to those predicted, demonstrating our
ability to minimize the zodiacal background levels through ju-
dicious use of the visibility windows, and (4) our observing
methods allow for efficient removal of asteroid ‘‘contaminants,’’
and in fact have resulted in the discovery of many newmain-belt
asteroids.

The IRAC andMIPS sensitivities achieved in Cycle 2 (and ex-
pected for Cycle 3 MIPS) will allow us to carry out the two main
science goals of S-COSMOS: a study of the stellar mass assem-
bly of galaxies and a full accounting of the luminosity from dust-
embedded sources such as merging starburst galaxies and AGNs,
primarily in the redshift range z � 0:5 3, where COSMOS is
designed to study galaxy evolution as a function of large-scale
structure environment and redshift (Scoville et al. 2007).

An estimate of the numbers of galaxies that will be detected
by S-COSMOS can bemade using the SEDs shown in Figure 11,
along with the local luminosity function (LF) for infrared-
selected galaxies (e.g., Sanders et al. 2003) and a model for evo-
lution of the LF with redshift (e.g., Kim & Sanders 1998;
Sanders 2003). Figure 11 shows four redshifted galaxy SEDs
together with the measured sensitivities for the S-COSMOS and
HSTACS surveys. Included are a massive bulge-dominated sys-
tem (‘‘M87-like’’), an actively star-forming disk (‘‘M51-like’’),
and both ‘‘cool’’ and ‘‘warm’’ ultraluminous IR/merging systems
(e.g., Arp 220, Mrk 231) with varying mixtures of starburst and
AGN activity. Our integration time of�1200 s pixel�1 in each of
the four IRAC bands is sufficient to easily detect �L� disks and
spheroids out to z � 3. The total number of objects detected by
IRAC over the full COSMOS is expected to be k106 as deter-
mined from the differential number counts at 3.6 �m (see Fig. 7).
TheMIPS-deep integration times of�3000 s at 24 �mwill allow

Fig. 10.—Example of asteroids and their trajectories on the deep MIPS 24 �
image. The figure has the asteroids removed. Green circles reflect the positions
of the asteroids before removal.We queried the JPLHorizonsOn-Line Ephemeris
Service using a Spitzer-centric line of sight (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/x /ispy.html)
in order to quantify the number of asteroids already known. Red circles reflect
expected locations for the asteroids based on these queries. Less than 20% are
known to the system (left, middle) while 80% are new detections (right). Among
the asteroids already known, some have a trajectory that is only approximately
known; therefore an offset is measured when compared with our detections
(middle). The scale bar in the upper right of each panel represents 10.

Fig. 9.—Model spectral energy distribution for main belt asteroid 248 Lameia.
The standard thermal model, assuming geometric albedo pv ¼ 0:062 is used. As
this object is highly nonreflective, the mid-IR emission is 2 orders of magnitude
greater than at optical wavelengths. The gray bar represents theMIPS 24 �mband.
This object’s thermal properties are similar to those of other MBAs, making them
ideally suited for detection at the S-COSMOS wavelengths of 8 and 24 �m.
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us to detect luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs: LIR > 1011 L�)
out to z � 2, and ultraluminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs:
LIR > 1012 L�) out to z � 3. To compute the total number of ob-
jects expected to be detected by MIPS, we have assumed strong
evolution of the form (1þ z)5:5 for objectswithLIRk3 ;1011 L�,
consistent with the strong evolution either measured or inferred
from previous studies (e.g., Sanders 2003; Oyabu et al. 2005;
Le Floc’h et al. 2005), which show that the comoving space
density of the LIRG/ULIRG population appears to increase by
2–3 orders of magnitude over the redshift range 0–2. At 24 �m,
S-COSMOS should detect k105 LIRGs out to z � 2 and k3 ;
103 ULIRGs out to z � 3 4. At 70 and 160 �m, S-COSMOS
should detect �103 ULIRGs out to z �1:5 2.

S-COSMOS is optimal for selecting unbiased samples of AGNs
almost independently of their level of obscuration.Atmid-infrared
wavelengths the obscuring dust that hides AGNs from ultraviolet,
optical, and soft X-ray surveys should be a strong and largely
isotropic emitter. As shown by Lacy et al. (2004) and Stern et al.
(2005) and references therein, selection based on mid-IR colors
(specifically, IRAC and MIPS colors from 3.6 to 24 �m) can not

only help disentangle stars, galaxies, and AGNs, but also help
separate type 1 and type 2 AGNs using the same criteria. This is
crucial if one wants to quantify the ratio of type 2 to type 1AGNs
in the universe. In fact, obscuration models that aim to resolve
the hard (>8 keV) X-ray background (XRB) debate whether the
ratio remains constant during AGN evolution (e.g., Treister &
Urry 2005), or whether it varies as a function of redshift and
luminosity (e.g., Gilli et al. 2006). Thus, the COSMOS field, with
its size, deep mid-IR coverage, and extensive UV, X-ray, radio,
and optical data sets offers not only the possibility of signifi-
cantly improving the constraint on the surface density of ob-
scured AGNs, but also of improving our understanding of their
spectral energy distributions (SEDs), and hence the ratio of type
2 to type 1 AGNs.
The S-COSMOS data will be combined with the full multi-

wavelength COSMOS data set to compute fundamental proper-
ties of galaxies. IRAC+MIPS data will provide a much more
complete accounting of the bolometric luminosity, particularly
for luminous starbursts and dusty AGNs. In addition, the com-
bination of IRAC (e.g., 5–8 �m) and MIPS (e.g., 24 �m) data

Fig. 11.—SEDs of galaxies (Franceschini et al. 2001), as a function of z ¼ 0:5, 1, 2, 3 (solid curves, top to bottom). The elliptical (‘‘M87-like’’) and spiral (‘‘M51-
like’’) templates have been scaled to Lbol ¼ 1011 and 3 ; 1011 L�, respectively. The ‘‘cool’’ and ‘‘warm’’ ULIRG templates have been scaled to Lbol ¼ 2 ; 1012 L�.
Superimposed in color are S-COSMOS and COSMOS survey sensitivities (5 �): red arrows, S-COSMOS Cycle 2 MIPS-shallow survey (this paper); red bars, Cycle 2
MIPS-deep survey (this paper);magenta bars, S-COSMOSCycle 2 IRAC survey (this paper); blue bars, COSMOS ground-based, optical /NIR (BVr 0i0z0JK ) data (Capak
et al. 2007; Taniguchi et al. 2007). The purple bars at 450 �m and 850 �m show the expected sensitivities (5 �) from our recently approved University of Hawaii +
Tri-national Legacy survey of the COSMOS field with JCMT SCUBA2 (Holland et al. 2003).
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will be essential in order to provide a useful discriminant be-
tween starburst and AGN activity (e.g., Rigby et al. 2004;
Prouton et al. 2004; Stern et al. 2005). The S-COSMOS IRAC
and MIPS colors can also be used as an AGN versus star forma-
tion discriminator in faint radio sources (Schinnerer et al. 2007).
Once a galaxy has been identified as actively forming stars, the
combination of radio and Spitzer data, as well as the relatively
accurate photometric, and in some cases spectroscopic redshifts,
will be used to both calibrate and determine the cosmic evolu-
tion of the radio-FIR correlation for star-forming galaxies. The
S-COSMOS observations will also be combined with the deep
radio and (sub)millimeter observations of the COSMOS field to
determine accurate radio through rest-frame far-infrared SEDs
of the submillimeter galaxies in theCOSMOSfield (Bertoldi et al.
2007). These observations will provide the best constraints to date
on the physical conditions in the submillimeter galaxies (e.g., dust
temperatures, dust masses, and bolometric luminosities).

The S-COSMOS data will also be used to select different pop-
ulations of new and interesting objects for further study. For ex-
ample, using our IRAC S-COSMOS data in combination with
our optical and near-infrared COSMOS data, ULIRGs can be ef-
fectively selected by the BzK criterion up to z � 2:5 (Daddi et al.
2005), whereas a similar criterion based on the RJL bands (ex-
ploiting the IRAC 3.5 �m data from S-COSMOS) will expand
the selection of these objects up to z � 4 (Daddi et al. 2004).
Also, for a typical Type 1 AGN SED, both our IRAC and MIPS
S-COSMOS observations will detect objects with optical lumi-
nosity 1:5 ; 1044 ergs s�1, 20 times fainter than the mean lumi-
nosity of SDSS QSOs at a typical redshift of z ¼ 1:5 (Richards
et al. 2006).

It is clear that S-COSMOS will provide a critical part of the
overall COSMOS study of galaxy evolution at z � 0:5 3, par-
ticularly at z > 1, where luminous infrared galaxies become a
dominant population of extragalactic objects. Interactions and
mergers are very likely responsible for driving the strong evo-
lution seen in the LIRG/ULIRG population over the redshift range
z � 0 2 (e.g., Sanders 2003; Le Floc’h et al. 2005; Babbedge et al.

2006), and therefore galaxy environment will almost certainly
play a prominent role in triggering these systems (Kauffmann et al.
2003, 2004). One of the primary goals of S-COSMOS will be to
explore the role of environment in producing the LIRG/ULIRG
population at z ¼ 0:5 2:5 and, usingHST imaging, to determine
the galaxy types involved in the process.

The S-COSMOS Cycle 2 MIPS and IRAC reduced images
and catalogs became publicly available in 2007 May, while the
Cycle 3 MIPS reduced images and catalogs will be made public
in 2008 June, one year after the final S-COSMOS Cycle 3 MIPS
observing campaign. A more complete description of the data
release products and timeline can be found on the Spitzer Legacy
Program Web page.30
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